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english, french, and spanish colonies: a comparison - spain to gain control of the continent. settlers
crossed the atlantic for different reasons, and their governments took different approaches to their colo-nizing
efforts. these differences created both advan-tages and disadvantages that profoundly affected the new
world’s fate. france and spain, for instance, spain is different: the geography and peoples of spain. spain is different: the geography and peoples of spain. the iberian peninsula has an enormous variety of
climates and environments because of its diverse geography. for millions of years the peninsula has been the
location where a variety of peoples, cultures and languages evolved until forming the complex reality now
known as spain. “spain is different”. tourism and apertura in 1960s spain - “spain is different”. tourism
and apertura in 1960s spain in the early 1960s, a turnaround by the dictatorship of general franco represented
decisive confirmation of the alliance signed with the united states in 1953. the re-establishment of relations
between the two countries socioeconomic differences in colorectal cancer screening ... - socioeconomic
differences in colorectal cancer screening in barcelona, spain. a comparison of different socioeconomic
variables andrea burón, javier louro, marta roman, borja casañ, oleguer parés-badell, laia palència, jaume
grau, francesc macià, antoni castells, xavier castells country: spain - cloudscorecarda - different laws in
spain. • the spanish criminal code (articles 199 and 200) prohibits the revelation of secrets accessed via
employment or where the person has an obligation of confidentiality; • the spanish unfair competition act
(article 13) prohibits the unauthorized roles of the different spanish police forces - roles of the different
spanish police forces the spanish police are essentially composed of three forces - the guardia civil, the policia
nacional and the policia local. guardia civil (civil guard) the guardia civil are spain’s conventional police force
who are organised along paramilitary lines and controlled by the ministry of the interior. the united states
and spain: a comparison of cultural ... - the united states and spain: a cultural comparison 5 a result, the
high uncertainty avoidance preferences of the spanish people can be observed in a variety of ways not only in
spain but also in many latin countries. one way these preferences can be seen, is through the spanish
approach to rules and laws. spain's constitution of 1978 with amendments through 2011 - the richness
of the different linguistic modalities of spain is a cultural heritage which shall be specially respected and
protected. • protection of language use • national flag section 4 1. the flag of spain consists of three horizontal
stripes: red, yellow and red, the yellow strip being twice as wide as each red stripe. a short history of spain
and portugal - stanford university - rome divided spain into two provinces: hispania citerior (hither spain)
in the north, hispania ulterior (farther spain) in the south, and later formed the province of lusitania in the
west, corresponding roughly with modern portugal. but it took the romans a hundred years to overcome all
major areas of resistance, and a further the spanish of andalusia - pennsylvania state university - the
spanish of andalusia . perhaps no other dialect zone of spain has received as much attention--from scholars
and in the popular press--as andalusia. the pronunciation of andalusian spanish is so unmistakable as to
constitute the most widely-employed dialect stereotype in literature and popular culture. alcohol in spain: is
it different? - onlinelibrary.wiley - ‘spain is different’ was a popular slogan in the 1960s that helped to
situate spain as one of the most popular tourist destinations in europe. because this series of editorials on
national experiences aims to show that ‘the world of drinking is still one of very diverse experiences’ [1], it
school choice in spain and the united states: a ... - school choice in spain and the united states 87 in
particular. the schools assign priority for admission based on total values assigned. the demand for preprimary
schools is especially high due to a shortage of available programs; by the ... in the united states, each state
has a different educational system established by its state ... the incidence of temporary employment in
advanced ... - the incidence of temporary employment in advanced economies: why is spain different? javier
g. polavieja this study analyses the determinants of the ra te of temporary employment in 15 advanced
economies using both macro-level data drawn from the oecd and eurostat databases, a spanish colonial
frontier: missions, presidios, pueblos - a spanish colonial frontier: missions, presidios, pueblos : ... an
ambitious colonial administrator named josé de gálvez arrived in new spain in 1765. it was gálvez who
conceived and ordered what came to be called the ... the franciscan priests in spanish california used many
different methods to recruit native people into the missions. automatic track gauge changeover for trains
in spain - portada - automatic track gauge changeover for trains in spain alberto garcía Álvarez 14 versatile
changers to solve the problems caused by the differences between changers of different technologies, “dual”
or “versatile” changers have been developed, which can be used by trains of two or more technologies.
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